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Lisa Greenfield is the founder and CEO of TruthinHand.com.  She helps 
achievers shift unwelcome patterns so they can experience more love and 
success without painfully repeating outgrown patterns. !
Lisa brings a lifetime of experience reading well over 20,000 hands from 
around the globe. Her readings include iconic film stars, rock stars, 
international CEO’s, television personalities and people just like you. Lisa has 
an unparalleled history in Hand Analysis that brings a rich, deep 
understanding of human nature reflected in the lines on hand. !!

Lisa’s wide array of training, certifications and degrees support you getting where you want to 
be, but it’s the ‘hands on’ experience with so many people that puts the practical real-world 
insight to work helping your dreams come true.   !
And it’s customized for you primarily using your hands to know how you are best wired to 
achieve your dreams.  If you’ve ever bought self help books and programs so highly 
recommended as ‘it’ only to have them fail you, the most likely problem is that’s not the way you 
are programmed to succeed!   !
For example, one client was pushing, pushing, pushing to get to the top of her field only to have 
the rug pulled out from under her, laid off and feeling she’d been hit by a bus.  Working with 
Lisa she discovered she’s best at starting new things, NOT at bringing them to completion.  
Knowing her gifts, she plugged into a new job, one she would never have considered and is the 
darling of all company, star employee all the way. !
Another client disgusted with the fact she continued to burn through 
relationships in two year intervals, was feeling she was broken and doomed.  
With Lisa’s help she discovered the markers in her hand revealed she’s an 
explorer, at her best open to possibilities and traveling, sitting lightly with 
relationships.  Her hands clearly showed she was on track to create a long 
lasting partnership when she was in her late 30’s after she’d seen the world 
and lived a bigger life.    !
Yes, timing is in your hands, but keep in mind your hands change.  When 
you change your mind, you change your lines.  So working with Lisa helps 
you consciously create more of the future you want.  You’ve always had the 
power, and with this unique coaching and Lisa’s expert guidance you also get 
the knowledge of how you are designed to use yours.   !
Lisa pulls from both the art and science of your body and brain for one of the 
most personalized maps for success, one tailor made for you!  To read more 
about Lisa and what the Big Truth in Hand can do for you, visit her at 
TruthinHand.com.   !
To see what past clients have to say about working with Lisa check out below.   !!!!!!
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"Lisa's life purpose reading was like she was looking into my soul and explaining to me how I 
tick and where i am going in my life and the greatness that I am pre-destined for!  It is so 
beautiful to have this angel on earth (Lisa Greenfield) help me see the guideposts inside 
myself and in my life and to TRUST them... it really  has helped me to know myself deeper and 
know what I am up to in this beautiful lifetime, not to mention Lisa has given me such 
excitement to what my life has in store for me!"   !
Tracy Jai Edwards, Actress !!!!

!!
I have seen myself spiritually and professionally grow by leaps and bounds from working with Lisa. I have 
a new found confidence that escaped me before. She has so much love and compassion for her clients. She 
is driven to help you succeed and will stop at nothing to see that happen. She gives more than you have 
paid for by selflessly going the extra mile. I highly recommend Lisa and her talent, and her intuitive power. 
She is the new era of spirituality. You can trust that you are going to see results, but you have to be willing 
to do the work!         !
       Tracy-VP of Design Entertainment Company !!!
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